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of the petite bourgeoisie and a few discontented worker's.1
The leagues have been mentioned in descending order of
intelligence and importance, the latter two being important
only as potential 'storm-trooper' formations, which together
probably numbered between 6,000 and 8,000 in Paris and
could thus have provided the physical force element for a coup
d'etat. But the brains and guidance came from the first two—
the Action franfaise of Charles Maurras and Leon Daudet, and
the Croix de Feu of la Rocque. Taken altogether, they provided
all the elements of propaganda, private army and mystique
which in Germany, Italy and elsewhere produced Fascist
revolutions. And between 1934 and 1936, all the circumstances
favourable to a Fascist revolution co-existed in France. They
are the supreme crisis-years of the Third Republic—even more
critical, probably, than the days of the Dreyfus affair.
The Stavisky scandal which broke in the winter of 1933-4
brought the crisis to a head. Since the end of 1930 France had
had ten different ministries, and the musical-chairs atmosphere
of parliamentary politics had become absurd. The economic
slump had hit France later than other countries, and unemploy-
ment-figures were increasing alarmingly. Government had
seemed paralysed, and did little to counter the slump. Hitler
had come into power in Germany, There were reasons enough
for popular unrest and disorder apart from the Stavisky expo-
sures of corruption in the very heart of government itself. It
became apparent at once that Stavisky could not have carried
on his shady and crooked financial operations for the previous
six years with impunity had he not been protected by authority
—and this authority included politicians, judiciary, police, as
1 The best analysis and account of these leagues and their share
in French politics during the inter-war years are in Alexander Werth's
two books: France in Ferment (1934), and The Destiny of France (1937).
They were later reprinted along with The Last Days of Paris as The
Twilight of France, 1933-40 (1942). See also a Communist's account in
Maurice Thorez: France To-day and the People's Front (1936); a brief
summary in D. W. Brogan: op. cit., pp. 669-722; or A. Zevaes:
Histoire de la Troisieme R&publique (1939), Chapter XIX. Every student
of France owes a great debt to Mr. Werth.

